
The Art of the Game
Quiz 4 Solutions

1: Can you bluff and pretend to be any character?

Yes, you are allowed to play any character action but someone may call you out if they think
you are bluffing.

2: On a given turn, only certain players are allowed to , whereas all players can .

block, challenge

3: Which character(s) can block stealing (assuming they were the target of stealing)?

Ambassador, Captain

4: If someone else assassinates you and is successful, do they pick which card to assassinate, or do you pick the
card that is assassinated?

The victim picks the card.

5: Alice steals 2 coins from Bob. If Charles has the captain, is he allowed to block this steal?

No, Charles can challenge Alice’s steal but only Bob can block the steal.

6: Alice chooses to assassinate Bob and Bob does not choose to block her assassination. Bob does however
challenge Alice’s assassination. If Alice has the assassin, how many influence does Bob lose?

Alice attempts to assassinate Bob so Bob would lose one influence. Bob challenges Alice but
loses the challenge so he loses another influence. The assassination would go through and Bob
would lose a total of 2 influence.

7: Alice has 10 coins. On her turn, is she allowed to assassinate (note, this word was chosen very very very
carefully) Bob?

No, Alice has 10 coins so she must coup.

8: Alice has 10 coins. Alice claims to have assassin and, after paying 3 coins, targets Bob. Neither Bob nor
Charlie challenge the whether Alice is assassin. Bob claims to be Contessa (to block the assassination). Who
is(are) allowed to challenge Bob’s claim?

Alice and Charlie can both challenge Bob’s claim.
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Extra Credit: There are only two players left in the game, Alice and Bob. Both have only one influence left
and no coins. It is now Alice’s turn and she takes the exchange (Ambassador) action and is unchallenged. She
sees a Duke and a Captain and is currently holding an Ambassador. If she sees two Dukes, and two Captains
already dead on the field, which card should she keep, why? and what should her strategy be?

The Duke and Captain that Alice sees when exchanging are the only Duke and Captain left on
the board. She knows Bob cannot have a Duke or a Captain but he could have an Ambassador,
Assassin, or Contessa. Now we consider all three cases. If Bob has the Assassin, Alice should
take the Captain since Bob can at best Foreign Aid and Alice would be able to steal all of Bob’s
coins. Had Alice took the duke, Bob would’ve reached 3 coins faster than Alice could reach 10
to coup. Now if Bob has the Ambassador, and Alice takes the Duke, Bob could exchange and
get the Captain rendering Alice’s duke useless. Therefore Alice should take the Captain in this
scenario as well. If Bob has the Contessa, it might be more favorable to have the duke but he
could always bluff, play exchange and end up with the Captain. In general, Captain is the safest
card to have in a one on one scenario, so Alice should take the Captain.


